
Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmentation Challenge 2022: 

Acute, sub-acute and chronic stroke infarct 

segmentation: Structured description of the challenge 

design

Remark: This challenge have been slightly modified. All changes are highlighted in red.

CHALLENGE ORGANIZATION

Title

Use the title to convey the essential information on the challenge mission.

Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmentation Challenge 2022:  Acute, sub-acute and chronic stroke infarct segmentation

Challenge acronym

Preferable, provide a short acronym of the challenge (if any).

ISLES'22

Challenge abstract

Provide a summary of the challenge purpose. This should include a general introduction in the topic from both a 

biomedical as well as from a technical point of view and clearly state the envisioned technical and/or biomedical 

impact of the challenge.

Infarct segmentation in ischemic stroke is crucial at i) acute stages to guide treatment decision making (whether to 

reperfuse or not, and type of treatment) and at ii) sub-acute and chronic stages to evaluate the patients' disease 

outcome, for their clinical follow-up and to define optimal therapeutical and rehabilitation strategies to maximize 

critical windows for recovery. 

In ISLES'18 [1], our last organized event, acute stroke segmentation (i) was addressed in an indirect and cross-

modality fashion, where teams predicted the MRI-delineated infarcts from a perfusion CT series. In addition, the 

segmentation of sub-acute ischemic stroke lesions (ii) was addressed in ISLES'15 (task 'SISS', [2]), where teams 

directly delineated infarcts in post-interventional MRI images. Both ISLES events received major attention from the 

research community: there were 120 database downloads until the ISLES15 challenge day with 14 participating 

teams, and the number of participating teams was roughly duplicated in our latest ISLES'18 edition. The ISLES'15 

and ISLES'18 challenges played a crucial role in identifying prominent methods for acute and sub-acute ischemic 

stroke lesion segmentation. These datasets have since served as important benchmarks for the scientific 

community. 

Based on the experience gained from these previous editions [3], ISLES'22 aims to benchmark acute, sub-acute and 

chronic ischemic stroke MRI segmentation using more than a thousand MRI scans. This MICCAI 2022 challenge 

edition is organized as a two-task event, namely: 1) DWI infarct segmentation in acute and sub-acute stroke and 2) 

Single channel T1-weighted lesion segmentation in acute, sub-acute and chronic stroke. ISLES'22 differs in several 

ways from the previous challenge editions in ischemic stroke by: 1) targeting the delineation of not only large 
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infarct lesions, but also of multiple embolic and/or cortical infarcts (typically seen after mechanical recanalization), 

and 2) by evaluating both pre- and post- interventional MRI images and by including for the very first time chronic 

stroke images. In addition, the ISLES'22 challenge introduces a new challenge of segmenting T1-weighted MRIs 

across acute, sub-acute, and chronic stroke. Altogether, ISLES'22 provides a considerably larger dataset than before 

(more than 20x scans than in the ISLES'15 edition). 

From a clinical perspective, ISLES'22 focuses on the clinical growing interest of acute embolic infarct patterns, both 

pre-intervention (i.e. at a very early disease state) and post-intervention (typical, post-interventional sub-acute 

infarct patterns not restricted to a single vessel territory). This clinical problem also challenges the participants 

from a technical perspective: teams will deal with a wider ischemic stroke disease spectra, involving variable lesion 

size and burden, more complex infarct patterns and variable anatomically located lesions in data from multiple 

centers. In addition, for the first time, ISLES'22 will also examine lesions in chronic stroke, which are pathologically 

different from acute and sub-acute scans, have a different follow-up regimen than acute cases, and introduce 

additional complexity. The diversity of the ISLES'22 dataset will provide a unique challenge for participants.

Challenge keywords

List the primary keywords that characterize the challenge.

ischemic stroke, infarcts, emboli, segmentation, MRI

Year

The challenge will take place in ...

2022

FURTHER INFORMATION FOR MICCAI ORGANIZERS

Workshop

If the challenge is part of a workshop, please indicate the workshop.

Brain Lesion workshop 2022 (BrainLes)

Duration

How long does the challenge take?

Half day.

Expected number of participants

Please explain the basis of your estimate (e.g. numbers from previous challenges) and/or provide a list of potential 

participants and indicate if they have already confirmed their willingness to contribute.

We estimate (at least) 30 participating teams based on: 

1) The yearly increasing amount of teams that enrolled in the previous ISLES challenges (2015 - 2018), which

yielded 24 teams in the last edition;

2) The large amount of database download requests received in previous ISLES editions (the ISLES'17 edition was

downloaded more than 300 times up to now, and the ATLAS v1.2 dataset [4] has been downloaded over 1500

times);
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3) By its closeness with the Brain Tumor Segmentation (BraTS) challenge (in terms of anatomy, task, imaging

modalities, etc.), which received 78 participating teams in 2020.

Besides, we will advertise the challenge in existing mailing lists, social media, and we aim to also send emails to 

previous ISLES participants. 

Publication and future plans

Please indicate if you plan to coordinate a publication of the challenge results.

Yes, as done in previous ISLES editions, where the benchmarking of algorithms has been published in top ranked 

journals (as Medical Image Analysis for ISLES'15 [2], Frontiers in Neurology for ISLES'16/'17 [5], Stroke for ISLES'18 

[1]). Given the variability and complexity of the data involved for this challenge (which covers different types of 

lesions, several modalities, pre and post-treatment images), we aim to separately publish the database description 

from the challenge benchmark results. 

Space and hardware requirements

Organizers of on-site challenges must provide a fair computing environment for all participants. For instance, 

algorithms should run on the same computing platform provided to all.

ISLES is an off-site challenge. 

Hardware requirements: 

- We will use a conventional computer with GPU capabilities to equally evaluate all algorithm submissions over

the test set.

- (Depending on MICCAI and BrainLes 2022 organisation): If the room of the challenge is large, we will require a

projector, two microphones and loud speakers.
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TASK: Multimodal MRI infarct segmentation in acute and sub-acute stroke

SUMMARY

Abstract

Provide a summary of the challenge purpose. This should include a general introduction in the topic from both a 

biomedical as well as from a technical point of view and clearly state the envisioned technical and/or biomedical 

impact of the challenge.

Segment brain infarct lesions from acute and sub-acute stroke in DWI, ADC and FLAIR images.

Keywords

List the primary keywords that characterize the task.

DWI, acute stroke, sub-acute stroke, segmentation

ORGANIZATION

Organizers

a) Provide information on the organizing team (names and affiliations).

1) Ezequiel de la Rosa 

icometrix, Belgium / Technical University of Munich, Germany 

 

2) Uta Hanning 

Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology, 

University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany 

 

3) Jan Kirschke 

Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich, Germany 

 

4) Bjoern Menze 

University of Zurich, Switzerland 

 

5) Mauricio Reyes 

University of Bern, Switzerland 

 

6) Roland Wiest 

University of Bern, Switzerland 

 

7) Benedikt Wiestler 

Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich, Germany 

b) Provide information on the primary contact person.

Ezequiel de la Rosa 

Email: ezequiel.delarosa@icometrix.com
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Life cycle type

Define the intended submission cycle of the challenge. Include information on whether/how the challenge will be 

continued after the challenge has taken place.Not every challenge closes after the submission deadline (one-time 

event). Sometimes it is possible to submit results after the deadline (open call) or the challenge is repeated with some 

modifications (repeated event).

Examples:

One-time event with fixed conference submission deadline• 

Open call (challenge opens for new submissions after conference deadline)• 

Repeated event with annual fixed conference submission deadline• 

Repeated event  as open call challenge.

Challenge venue and platform

a) Report the event (e.g. conference) that is associated with the challenge (if any).

MICCAI.

b) Report the platform (e.g. grand-challenge.org) used to run the challenge.

https://isles22.grand-challenge.org/

c) Provide the URL for the challenge website (if any).

http://isles-challenge.org/ 

Participation policies

a) Define the allowed user interaction of the algorithms assessed (e.g. only (semi-) automatic methods allowed).

Fully automatic.

b) Define the policy on the usage of training data. The data used to train algorithms may, for example, be restricted to 

the data provided by the challenge or to publicly available data including (open) pre-trained nets.

Everything is allowed, including publicly available data. To our knowledge, ISLES15 is the single public and free 

dataset that (partially) shares the aims of ISLES2022. There are some differences in the image modalities used in 

that challenge (ADC maps were not included in the sub-acute stroke subset and only DWI images were included in 

the acute stroke one). For further information participants are referred to [2].

c) Define the participation policy for members of the organizers' institutes. For example, members of the organizers' 

institutes may participate in the challenge but are not eligible for awards.

Members of the organizers institutes that are not associated with the challenge may participate and are eligible for 

awards.

d) Define the award policy. In particular, provide details with respect to challenge prizes.

We are currently under discussions with NVIDIA, which is considering ISLES'22 for a GPU sponsorship. 

e) Define the policy for result announcement.
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Examples:

Top 3 performing methods will be announced publicly.• 

Participating teams can choose whether the performance results will be made public.• 

Top 5 ranked teams will be announced at the challenge, if they agree. 

f) Define the publication policy. In particular, provide details on ...

... who of the participating teams/the participating teams’ members qualifies as author• 

... whether the participating teams may publish their own results separately, and (if so)• 

... whether an embargo time is defined (so that challenge organizers can publish a challenge paper first).• 

We will write a paper that summarizes the results of this challenge. 

 

1) Two authors from every submission (first and last) will be included as coauthors of this paper. 

 

2) Selected approaches based on innovation and performance will be invited to describe their methods in the 

challenge manuscript. 

 

3) Participating teams can submit their results separately without any embargo. 

Submission method

a) Describe the method used for result submission. Preferably, provide a link to the submission instructions.

Examples:

Docker container on the Synapse platform. Link to submission instructions: <URL>• 

Algorithm output was sent to organizers via e-mail. Submission instructions were sent by e-mail.• 

Participants submit a docker through our evaluating platform. Submission instructions will be send to all teams by 

e-mail. Besides, we will release (via Git) a docker template that participants must use for building their solutions. 

Under exceptional deployment failures, participants will be contacted to fix and resubmit their dockers.

b) Provide information on the possibility for participating teams to evaluate their algorithms before submitting final 

results. For example, many challenges allow submission of multiple results, and only the last run is officially counted to 

compute challenge results.

Train phase: Teams can evaluate the performance of their trained models by themselves. With this purpose, we 

will release together with the first batch of training data a python evaluation script which computes the 

performance metrics defined in this document (please check the Assessment Methods section). Evaluation scripts 

will be shared through GitHub. It is important to mention that there is no 'validation' set for ISLES'2022. However, 

participants are strongly encouraged to take validation sub-sets from the training data in order to validate their 

models. 

 

Test phase: Participants submit a docker that will be locally evaluated by our team over the test data. Only the last 

submission by each team will be considered, though no evaluation or ranking will be shown until the submission 

system is closed. In this way, we avoid attempts of overfitting over the test set. For consistency, the same 

evaluation scripts provided at 'train phase' will be used for computing the different teams performance metrics 

and for their ranking.
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Challenge schedule

Provide a timetable for the challenge. Preferably, this should include

the release date(s) of the training cases (if any)• 

the registration date/period• 

the release date(s) of the test cases and validation cases (if any)• 

the submission date(s)• 

associated workshop days (if any)• 

the release date(s) of the results• 

- Release of Training data (1st batch): 10th of May 2022 

- Release of Training data (2nd batch): 17th of May 2022 

- Opening of submission system for dockers: 15th of June 2022 

- Closing of submission system for dockers: 15th of July 2022 

 

After notification to all the teams, we might release the entire training dataset at once on the 2nd of May 2022. 

This will happen if the entire training set is finished (data pulling, manual delineations, quality control, etc.) by 

then. 

Ethics approval

Indicate whether ethics approval is necessary for the data. If yes, provide details on the ethics approval, preferably 

institutional review board, location, date and number of the ethics approval (if applicable). Add the URL or a reference 

to the document of the ethics approval (if available).

All data are derived from studies that were approved by their local ethics committee and were conducted in 

accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. The ethics committee at the receiving site (the Technical 

University Munich) approved sharing of the de-identified data, which do not contain any of personal identifiers. 

Data usage agreement

Clarify how the data can be used and distributed by the teams that participate in the challenge and by others during 

and after the challenge. This should include the explicit listing of the license applied.

Examples:

CC BY (Attribution)• 

CC BY-SA (Attribution-ShareAlike)• 

CC BY-ND (Attribution-NoDerivs)• 

CC BY-NC (Attribution-NonCommercial)• 

CC BY-NC-SA (Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike)• 

CC BY-NC-ND (Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs)• 

CC BY.

Code availability

a) Provide information on the accessibility of the organizers' evaluation software (e.g. code to produce rankings). 

Preferably, provide a link to the code and add information on the supported platforms.

A python script for evaluating the results will be shared at the Release of Training data stage (1st batch) through 

GitHub.
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b) In an analogous manner, provide information on the accessibility of the participating teams' code.

In order to ensure reproducibility and credibility of the algorithms, and in order to make the best-performing 

methods available for the research community, algorithms submitted to this challenge must use a Github 

repository with a permissive open source license (e.g. Apache 2.0). 

Conflicts of interest

Provide information related to conflicts of interest. In particular provide information related to sponsoring/funding of 

the challenge. Also, state explicitly who had/will have access to the test case labels and when.

EDLR is employed by icometrix.

MISSION OF THE CHALLENGE

Field(s) of application

State the main field(s) of application that the participating algorithms target.

Examples:

Diagnosis• 

Education• 

Intervention assistance• 

Intervention follow-up• 

Intervention planning• 

Prognosis• 

Research• 

Screening• 

Training• 

Cross-phase• 

Research, Intervention planning, Treatment planning, Diagnosis, Intervention follow up.

Task category(ies)

State the task category(ies).

Examples:

Classification• 

Detection• 

Localization• 

Modeling• 

Prediction• 

Reconstruction• 

Registration• 

Retrieval• 

Segmentation• 

Tracking• 

Segmentation.
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Cohorts

We distinguish between the target cohort and the challenge cohort. For example, a challenge could be designed 

around the task of medical instrument tracking in robotic kidney surgery. While the challenge could be based on ex 

vivo data obtained from a laparoscopic training environment with porcine organs (challenge cohort), the final 

biomedical application (i.e. robotic kidney surgery) would be targeted on real patients with certain characteristics 

defined by inclusion criteria such as restrictions regarding sex or age (target cohort).

a) Describe the target cohort, i.e. the subjects/objects from whom/which the data would be acquired in the final 

biomedical application.

Retrospective cohort of acute and sub-acute ischemic stroke patients that evidenced brain infarct lesions in MRI 

(FLAIR, DWI, ADC) before (acute) or after (sub-acute) receiving a mechanical thrombectomy procedure. 

b) Describe the challenge cohort, i.e. the subject(s)/object(s) from whom/which the challenge data was acquired.

Retrospective cohort of acute and sub-acute ischemic stroke patients that evidenced brain infarct lesions in MRI 

(FLAIR, DWI, ADC) before (acute) or after (sub-acute) receiving a mechanical thrombectomy procedure.

Imaging modality(ies)

Specify the imaging technique(s) applied in the challenge.

DWI, ADC, FLAIR

Context information

Provide additional information given along with the images. The information may correspond ...

a) ... directly to the image data (e.g. tumor volume).

None

b) ... to the patient in general (e.g. sex, medical history).

None

Target entity(ies)

a) Describe the data origin, i.e. the region(s)/part(s) of subject(s)/object(s) from whom/which the image data would be 

acquired in the final biomedical application (e.g. brain shown in computed tomography (CT) data, abdomen shown in 

laparoscopic video data, operating room shown in video data, thorax shown in fluoroscopy video). If necessary, 

differentiate between target and challenge cohort.

Brain MRI.

b) Describe the algorithm target, i.e. the structure(s)/subject(s)/object(s)/component(s) that the participating algorithms 

have been designed to focus on (e.g. tumor in the brain, tip of a medical instrument, nurse in an operating theater, 

catheter in a fluoroscopy scan). If necessary, differentiate between target and challenge cohort.

Brain infarcts. 

Assessment aim(s)
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Identify the property(ies) of the algorithms to be optimized to perform well in the challenge. If multiple properties are 

assessed, prioritize them (if appropriate). The properties should then be reflected in the metrics applied (see below, 

parameter metric(s)), and the priorities should be reflected in the ranking when combining multiple metrics that assess 

different properties.

Example 1: Find highly accurate liver segmentation algorithm for CT images.• 

Example 2: Find lung tumor detection algorithm with high sensitivity and specificity for mammography images.• 

Corresponding metrics are listed below (parameter metric(s)).

Specificity, Accuracy, Sensitivity, Precision, Robustness.

DATA SETS

Data source(s)

a) Specify the device(s) used to acquire the challenge data. This includes details on the device(s) used to acquire the 

imaging data (e.g. manufacturer) as well as information on additional devices used for performance assessment (e.g. 

tracking system used in a surgical setting).

Data were acquired in the following devices: 

 

- 3T Philips MRI scanners (Achieva, Ingenia). 

- 3T Siemens MRI scanner (Verio). 

- 1.5T Siemens MAGNETOM MRI scanners (Avanto, Aera).

b) Describe relevant details on the imaging process/data acquisition for each acquisition device (e.g. image acquisition 

protocol(s)).

Data acquisition includes a 3D FLAIR, DWI and ADC at 1.5T or 3T. Acquisition parameters vary in a normal range.

c) Specify the center(s)/institute(s) in which the data was acquired and/or the data providing platform/source (e.g. 

previous challenge). If this information is not provided (e.g. for anonymization reasons), specify why.

Center #1: University Hospital of Munich, Munich, Germany. 

Center #2: University Hospital of Bern, Bern, Switzerland. 

Center #3: University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany.

d) Describe relevant characteristics (e.g. level of expertise) of the subjects (e.g. surgeon)/objects (e.g. robot) involved in 

the data acquisition process (if any).

Healthcare professionals operating the MRI devices in clinical routine.

Training and test case characteristics

a) State what is meant by one case in this challenge. A case encompasses all data that is processed to produce one 

result that is compared to the corresponding reference result (i.e. the desired algorithm output).
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Examples:

Training and test cases both represent a CT image of a human brain. Training cases have a weak annotation 

(tumor present or not and tumor volume (if any)) while the test cases are annotated with the tumor contour (if 

any).

• 

A case refers to all information that is available for one particular patient in a specific study. This information 

always includes the image information as specified in data source(s) (see above) and may include context 

information (see above). Both training and test cases are annotated with survival (binary) 5 years after (first) image 

was taken.

• 

Training and test cases represent a multimodal MRI (DWI, ADC and FLAIR) scan of the brain. Training cases 

additionally include a voxel-wise binary mask, with True labels within the infarcted area and with False labels 

within the non-infarcted areas.

b) State the total number of training, validation and test cases.

Train set: 250 cases (sub-acute stroke). 

Test set: 150 cases (acute and sub-acute stroke). 

 

The test set includes: 

- 100 sub-acute stroke cases. 

- 50 acute stroke cases.

c) Explain why a total number of cases and the specific proportion of training, validation and test cases was chosen.

The database size is conveyed by taking into account: 

-The task of the challenge (segmentation). 

-The effort needed to identify and retrieve the data from the centers. 

-The effort needed to manually annotate scans at a voxelwise level. 

 

From our experience in previous challenges, we believed that 400 scans is a reasonable amount of data to devise 

and evaluate algorithms for acute and sub-acute DWI lesion segmentation. This amount of data represents > 5 

times the amount of data used in ISLES'15, a challenge with a similar scope to this one. 

 

The data is split in such a way (train ~60%, test ~40%) that fulfils the following points: 

 

-Both the train and test sets include a wide range of stroke lesion patterns (both splits having large stroke infarcts 

and multiple small emboli infarct cases). 

-The sub-acute stroke cases consist on 50% of the data from center #1 and 50% of the data from center #3. 

-The acute stroke data comes entirely from center #2. 

 

It is worth to say that we do not provide a validation set. However, we encourage participants to consider a subset 

of the training set for validation of their algorithms in case it is needed.

d) Mention further important characteristics of the training, validation and test cases (e.g. class distribution in 

classification tasks chosen according to real-world distribution vs. equal class distribution) and justify the choice.

The train set comprises data from centers #1 and #2. The test set comprises data from all the three centers as 

follows: 

-Sub-acute stroke data from centers #1 and #3. 
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-Acute stroke data from center #2. 

 

Thus, in this ISLES 2022 task we will evaluate the robustness and generalization capability of the proposed 

methods over: 

1) New scans coming from two centers already used at training stage. 

2) New scans coming from a new (unseen at training stage) center. 

3) New scans from acute (instead of sub-acute) stroke, coming from a center already seen at training stage.

Annotation characteristics

a) Describe the method for determining the reference annotation, i.e. the desired algorithm output. Provide the 

information separately for the training, validation and test cases if necessary. Possible methods include manual image 

annotation, in silico ground truth generation and annotation by automatic methods.

If human annotation was involved, state the number of annotators.

We use a hybrid Human-Algorithm labelling scheme. Firstly, our algorithm (pre)segment all scans by using a single 

MRI modality (DWI). Our algorithm has been trained in-house with labeled data from University Hospital of 

Munich (annotations performed by a medical doctor student). Secondly, all segmentations are checked and (when 

necessary) modified by a medical doctor student. Thirdly, all cases (images and annotations) are reviewed by one 

out of three neuroradiologists, all of them professionals with more than 10 years of experience in stroke imaging. 

b) Provide the instructions given to the annotators (if any) prior to the annotation. This may include description of a 

training phase with the software. Provide the information separately for the training, validation and test cases if 

necessary. Preferably, provide a link to the annotation protocol.

Protocol definition: The primary task here is a DWI-lesion segmentation of lesions at least two 2x2x2mm^3 voxels 

with definitive hypointensity in the ADC. Artefacts will not be segmented. To judge, whether a lesion is true or just 

an artefact, the FLAIR sequence will additionally be reviewed. However, it must be noted that very early stroke 

lesions may present a DWI-hyperintensity without correlate in FLAIR. Such lesions will also be segmented 

(regarded as a still reversible lesion). 

c) Provide details on the subject(s)/algorithm(s) that annotated the cases (e.g. information on level of expertise such as 

number of years of professional experience, medically-trained or not). Provide the information separately for the 

training, validation and test cases if necessary.

1) Algorithm pre-segmentation: We use a deep-learning model (namely a 3D UNet [7]) for pre-segmenting the 

entire database. The model has been trained in-house using a database from University Hospital of Munich, 

labeled by a medical doctor student at the 4-th year of his studies. The database comprises 284 diffusion weighted 

MRI (DWI) scans of stroke individuals. While many cases from this dataset have being included in the ISLES'22 

database, some cases have been discarded from ISLES'22 since they did not satisfy the challenge inclusion criteria 

(mainly, they missed at least one of the MRI modalities considered in this challenge). 

 

2) Manual correction of the segmentations: All segmentations provided in step 1) are visually inspected by a 

medical doctor student from University Hospital of Munich or University Hospital of Bern (at their 4-th year of 

their studies). Segmentations have been manually corrected in 2D when necessary using the software ITK-SNAP 

3.8 [8]. False positives have been manually removed if present, and missing lesions were fully annotated. 

 

3) Neuroradiologist revision: All segmentations from step 2) are reviewed by one out of three radiologists from 
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University Hospital of Bern and University Hospital of Munich, with 20-18-10 years of experience in stroke 

imaging. The neuroradiologists either approved a segmentation or did smaller corrections or send them back to 

step 2) if there were larger false negatives/positives, i.e. if the segmentations where inaccurate. The database 

labelling process is finished once all the scans have been checked and approved by the neuroradiologist. 

d) Describe the method(s) used to merge multiple annotations for one case (if any). Provide the information separately 

for the training, validation and test cases if necessary.

None. 

Data pre-processing method(s)

Describe the method(s) used for pre-processing the raw training data before it is provided to the participating teams. 

Provide the information separately for the training, validation and test cases if necessary.

ISLES'22 aims to develop algorithms with high clinical transfer potential. As such, we preserve images as 'raw' as 

possible, as happens after image acquisition in clinical practice. In this way, teams are challenged to creatively 

tackle techniques for data pre-processing, standardization, etc., on demand of their solutions. 

 

Preprocessing: All images will be released in their native MR modality space. In order to de-identify patients, 

images will be skull-stripped using HD-BET [9] following manual revision.

Sources of error

a) Describe the most relevant possible error sources related to the image annotation. If possible, estimate the 

magnitude (range) of these errors, using inter-and intra-annotator variability, for example. Provide the information 

separately for the training, validation and test cases, if necessary.

Since the embolic shower pattern consists of small brain lesions, there might be cases where an apparent lesion is 

doubtfully a true one. In those cases, the images are also reviewed by a second neuroradiologist. If there is still no 

consensus between them, the scans are also reviewed by the third neuroradiologist and the apparent lesion is 

labeled by majority-voting.

b) In an analogous manner, describe and quantify other relevant sources of error.

None.

ASSESSMENT METHODS

Metric(s)

a) Define the metric(s) to assess a property of an algorithm. These metrics should reflect the desired algorithm 

properties described in assessment aim(s) (see above). State which metric(s) were used to compute the ranking(s) (if 

any).

Example 1: Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)• 

Example 2: Area under curve (AUC)• 

The following metrics will be computed for each case: 

 

Vowel-wise metrics: 

- Segmentation: Dice Similarity Coefficient. 

- Volume: Absolute difference. 
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Lesion-wise metrics: 

- Detection: Detection F1 

- Count: Absolute difference 

 

Metrics are defined as follows: 

-Dice Similarity Coefficient (voxelwise) = Detection F1 (elementwise) = 2TP/ (2TP + FN + FP) 

 

-Absolute volume difference (voxelwise) = Absolute lesion count difference (elementwise) =  |Total predicted - total 

rater|. 

 

The lesion count in the annotated/predicted images is obtained by computing the amount of connected 

components per case. 

 

We will release a python script which computes all these metrics together with the training data. 

 

TP: True positives; FN: False negatives; FP: False positives. 

b) Justify why the metric(s) was/were chosen, preferably with reference to the biomedical application.

The metrics considered for this task are mainly chosen from the clinical and radiological motivation of this 

challenge. As embolic-originated brain infarcts may have multiple small lesions which are not easy to detect, we 

aim to evaluate the robustness of the algorithms to localize and detect most of the present lesions. From this 

perspective, typical segmentation metrics (as Dice Coefficient) may not be sufficient, since small lesions may not 

consistently drive changes in some overlap measures (for instance, in the presence of a large stroke lesion and a 

very small separated embolic infarct, a large Dice increase will come by only detecting the large lesion, 

nonetheless the small lesion is missed). 

 

Thus, with a focus on clinical translation, we consider metrics that are often of main interest for neuroradiologists, 

such as the lesion volume, the presence/absence of a lesion (i.e, detection) and the accurate count of the lesion 

burden. Besides, we include a classical segmentation metric as Dice Similarity Coefficient to have an overall idea of 

the performance overlap between ground truth and predictions. 

Ranking method(s)

a) Describe the method used to compute a performance rank for all submitted algorithms based on the generated 

metric results on the test cases. Typically the text will describe how results obtained per case and metric are aggregated 

to arrive at a final score/ranking.

Similarly, as for previous editions of the ISLES challenge, ranking will be produced by comparing each metric at the 

case level. In short, metrics are calculated for each case, followed by establishing metric-specific ranks separately 

for each dataset. A mean rank over all metrics is obtained to obtain the team’s rank for each case. The final rank is 

the mean over all case-specific ranks to obtain the team’s final rank. 

b) Describe the method(s) used to manage submissions with missing results on test cases.

Missing results on test cases, will result in ranks for the corresponding metrics to be set to the maximum.

c) Justify why the described ranking scheme(s) was/were used.
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The ranking scheme considered for ISLES'2022 is the same one used in our previous ISLES'18 edition [5] and 

considers fairness and transparency for the teams. The strategy received positive feedback from the research 

community and has been widely adopted for other medical image challenges. 

Statistical analyses

a) Provide details for the statistical methods used in the scope of the challenge analysis. This may include

description of the missing data handling,• 

details about the assessment of variability of rankings,• 

description of any method used to assess whether the data met the assumptions, required for the particular 

statistical approach, or

• 

indication of any software product that was used for all data analysis methods.• 

T-test or Wilcoxon (for non-uniformly distributed data) to check for statistically significant differences among 

participants. We will also perform analysis of variance and analysis of outliers of the considered metrics.

b) Justify why the described statistical method(s) was/were used.

We will use paired tests in order to evaluate algorithm-rater and inter-algorithm differences for the considered 

metrics. We also aim to identify statistically outperforming models and group of models. 

With the analysis of variance and analysis of outliers we aim to get insights on the robustness of the methods; 

besides, robustness will also be evaluated by quantifying a 'clinically acceptable accuracy' (please check the next 

section for more details). 

Further analyses

Present further analyses to be performed (if applicable), e.g. related to

combining algorithms via ensembling,• 

inter-algorithm variability,• 

common problems/biases of the submitted methods, or• 

ranking variability.• 

In the final challenge manuscript, algorithms will be compared against the conventional infarct delineation 

approach used in clinical routine, which consists on the thresholding of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps 

at pre-defined cutoff values (typically < 620 x 10^(-6) mm^2/s [12]). Moreover, we will provide evaluation of inter-

rater, algorithm-rater and inter-algorithm variability for the considered metrics. As robustness is crucial for clinical 

transferability of these methodologies, we will also compute for each submission the amount of test scans that 

achieved a Dice score greater than 0.8. 

Finally, for the evaluation and visualization of the different algorithms performance we might make use of 

challenge-specific libraries (such as challengeR [13]). 
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TASK: Single channel T1-weighted lesion segmentation in acute, sub-acute and 

chronic stroke

SUMMARY

Abstract

Provide a summary of the challenge purpose. This should include a general introduction in the topic from both a 

biomedical as well as from a technical point of view and clearly state the envisioned technical and/or biomedical 

impact of the challenge.

Segment brain lesions from acute, sub-acute and chronic stroke in single channel weighted T1.

Keywords

List the primary keywords that characterize the task.

T1-weighted MRI, acute stroke, chronic stroke, segmentation

ORGANIZATION

Organizers

a) Provide information on the organizing team (names and affiliations).

1) Sook-Lei Liew 

University of Southern California, United States of America

b) Provide information on the primary contact person.

Sook-Lei Liew 

Email: sliew@chan.usc.edu

Life cycle type

Define the intended submission cycle of the challenge. Include information on whether/how the challenge will be 

continued after the challenge has taken place.Not every challenge closes after the submission deadline (one-time 

event). Sometimes it is possible to submit results after the deadline (open call) or the challenge is repeated with some 

modifications (repeated event).

Examples:

One-time event with fixed conference submission deadline• 

Open call (challenge opens for new submissions after conference deadline)• 

Repeated event with annual fixed conference submission deadline• 

Repeated event  as open call challenge.

Challenge venue and platform

a) Report the event (e.g. conference) that is associated with the challenge (if any).

MICCAI.

b) Report the platform (e.g. grand-challenge.org) used to run the challenge.

https://atlas.grand-challenge.org/
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c) Provide the URL for the challenge website (if any).

http://isles-challenge.org/ 

Participation policies

a) Define the allowed user interaction of the algorithms assessed (e.g. only (semi-) automatic methods allowed).

Fully automatic.

b) Define the policy on the usage of training data. The data used to train algorithms may, for example, be restricted to 

the data provided by the challenge or to publicly available data including (open) pre-trained nets.

Publicly available data is allowed.

c) Define the participation policy for members of the organizers' institutes. For example, members of the organizers' 

institutes may participate in the challenge but are not eligible for awards.

Members of the organizers institutes that are not associated with the challenge may participate and are eligible for 

awards.

d) Define the award policy. In particular, provide details with respect to challenge prizes.

We are currently under discussions with the University of Southern California for a challenge award sponsorship. 

e) Define the policy for result announcement.

Examples:

Top 3 performing methods will be announced publicly.• 

Participating teams can choose whether the performance results will be made public.• 

Top 5 ranked teams will be announced at the challenge, if they agree. 

f) Define the publication policy. In particular, provide details on ...

... who of the participating teams/the participating teams’ members qualifies as author• 

... whether the participating teams may publish their own results separately, and (if so)• 

... whether an embargo time is defined (so that challenge organizers can publish a challenge paper first).• 

We will write a paper that summarizes the results of this challenge. 

 

1) Two authors from every submission (first and last) will be included as coauthors of this paper. 

 

2) Selected approaches based on innovation and performance will be invited to describe their methods in the 

challenge manuscript. 

 

3) Participating teams can submit their results separately without any embargo. 

Submission method

a) Describe the method used for result submission. Preferably, provide a link to the submission instructions.

Examples:

Docker container on the Synapse platform. Link to submission instructions: <URL>• 

Algorithm output was sent to organizers via e-mail. Submission instructions were sent by e-mail.• 
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Participants submit predictions over test images through our platform (test phase a). Participants should also 

submit a docker through our evaluating platform (test phase b). In order to prevent teams from overfitting (test 

phase a), the number of submissions is limited to one per day. For test phase b), submission instructions will be 

sent to all teams by e-mail. Besides, we will release (via Git) a docker template that participants must use for 

building their solutions. Under exceptional deployment failures, participants will be contacted to fix and resubmit 

their dockers.

b) Provide information on the possibility for participating teams to evaluate their algorithms before submitting final 

results. For example, many challenges allow submission of multiple results, and only the last run is officially counted to 

compute challenge results.

Train phase: Teams can evaluate the performance of their trained models by themselves. Our data (N=655 training 

cases, N=300 unlabeled test cases for test phase a) is currently available at 

http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/retro/atlas.html. An additional unseen test dataset (N=150 test cases for 

test phase b) will also be used but not provided to participants (it will be evaluated locally via the docker 

submission). Similar to Task 1, we will also release and use the same python evaluation script which computes the 

performance metrics defined in this document (please check the Assessment Methods section). Evaluation scripts 

will be shared through GitHub. It is important to mention that there is no 'validation' set for ISLES'2022. However, 

participants are strongly encouraged to take validation sub-sets from the training data in order to validate their 

models. 

 

Test phase a: Participants submit predictions obtained with their models over a batch of test data. Only the last 

submission by each team will be considered, though no evaluation or ranking will be shown until the submission 

system is closed. In this way, we avoid attempts of overfitting over the test set. 

 

Test phase b: Participants submit a docker that will be locally evaluated by our team over a batch of test data. Only 

the last submission by each team will be considered, though no evaluation or ranking will be shown until the 

submission system is closed. In this way, we avoid attempts of overfitting over the test set. 

 

For consistency, the same evaluation scripts provided at 'train phase' will be used for computing the different 

teams performance metrics and for their ranking.

Challenge schedule

Provide a timetable for the challenge. Preferably, this should include

the release date(s) of the training cases (if any)• 

the registration date/period• 

the release date(s) of the test cases and validation cases (if any)• 

the submission date(s)• 

associated workshop days (if any)• 

the release date(s) of the results• 

- Release of training (N=655) and unlabeled test (N=300) data : 10th of December 2021 

- Closing of submission system for test results: 15th of June 2022 

- Opening of submission system for dockers: 15th of June 2022 

- Closing of submission system for dockers: 15th of July 2022
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Ethics approval

Indicate whether ethics approval is necessary for the data. If yes, provide details on the ethics approval, preferably 

institutional review board, location, date and number of the ethics approval (if applicable). Add the URL or a reference 

to the document of the ethics approval (if available).

All data are derived from studies that were approved by their local ethics committee and were conducted in 

accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The ethics 

committee at the receiving site (the University of Southern California) approved the receipt and sharing of the de-

identified data, which do not contain any of personal identifiers. 

Data usage agreement

Clarify how the data can be used and distributed by the teams that participate in the challenge and by others during 

and after the challenge. This should include the explicit listing of the license applied.

Examples:

CC BY (Attribution)• 

CC BY-SA (Attribution-ShareAlike)• 

CC BY-ND (Attribution-NoDerivs)• 

CC BY-NC (Attribution-NonCommercial)• 

CC BY-NC-SA (Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike)• 

CC BY-NC-ND (Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs)• 

Participants must agree to abide by terms of use as indicated here: 

http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/retro/atlas.html

Code availability

a) Provide information on the accessibility of the organizers' evaluation software (e.g. code to produce rankings). 

Preferably, provide a link to the code and add information on the supported platforms.

A python script for evaluating the results will be shared at the Release of Training data stage of Task #1 (1st batch) 

through GitHub.

b) In an analogous manner, provide information on the accessibility of the participating teams' code.

In order to ensure reproducibility and credibility of the algorithms, and in order to make the best-performing 

methods available for the research community, algorithms submitted to this challenge must use a Github 

repository with a permissive open source license (e.g. Apache 2.0). 

Conflicts of interest

Provide information related to conflicts of interest. In particular provide information related to sponsoring/funding of 

the challenge. Also, state explicitly who had/will have access to the test case labels and when.

None.

MISSION OF THE CHALLENGE

Field(s) of application

State the main field(s) of application that the participating algorithms target.
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Examples:

Diagnosis• 

Education• 

Intervention assistance• 

Intervention follow-up• 

Intervention planning• 

Prognosis• 

Research• 

Screening• 

Training• 

Cross-phase• 

Research, Treatment planning, Diagnosis, Intervention follow up.

Task category(ies)

State the task category(ies).

Examples:

Classification• 

Detection• 

Localization• 

Modeling• 

Prediction• 

Reconstruction• 

Registration• 

Retrieval• 

Segmentation• 

Tracking• 

Segmentation.

Cohorts

We distinguish between the target cohort and the challenge cohort. For example, a challenge could be designed 

around the task of medical instrument tracking in robotic kidney surgery. While the challenge could be based on ex 

vivo data obtained from a laparoscopic training environment with porcine organs (challenge cohort), the final 

biomedical application (i.e. robotic kidney surgery) would be targeted on real patients with certain characteristics 

defined by inclusion criteria such as restrictions regarding sex or age (target cohort).

a) Describe the target cohort, i.e. the subjects/objects from whom/which the data would be acquired in the final 

biomedical application.

International, multi-site retrospective cohort of acute, sub-acute and chronic stroke patients that received brain 

T1-weighted MR imaging and evidenced brain lesions. 

b) Describe the challenge cohort, i.e. the subject(s)/object(s) from whom/which the challenge data was acquired.

International, multi-site retrospective cohort of acute, sub-acute and chronic stroke patients that received brain 

T1-weighted MR imaging and evidenced brain lesions. 
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Imaging modality(ies)

Specify the imaging technique(s) applied in the challenge.

T1-weighted MRI

Context information

Provide additional information given along with the images. The information may correspond ...

a) ... directly to the image data (e.g. tumor volume).

Additional data is provided for training cases including the number of lesions per subject as well as general 

location of the lesions. We do not provide this information for test cases to avoid biases algorithms.

b) ... to the patient in general (e.g. sex, medical history).

None

Target entity(ies)

a) Describe the data origin, i.e. the region(s)/part(s) of subject(s)/object(s) from whom/which the image data would be 

acquired in the final biomedical application (e.g. brain shown in computed tomography (CT) data, abdomen shown in 

laparoscopic video data, operating room shown in video data, thorax shown in fluoroscopy video). If necessary, 

differentiate between target and challenge cohort.

Brain MRI.

b) Describe the algorithm target, i.e. the structure(s)/subject(s)/object(s)/component(s) that the participating algorithms 

have been designed to focus on (e.g. tumor in the brain, tip of a medical instrument, nurse in an operating theater, 

catheter in a fluoroscopy scan). If necessary, differentiate between target and challenge cohort.

Brain infarcts. 

Assessment aim(s)

Identify the property(ies) of the algorithms to be optimized to perform well in the challenge. If multiple properties are 

assessed, prioritize them (if appropriate). The properties should then be reflected in the metrics applied (see below, 

parameter metric(s)), and the priorities should be reflected in the ranking when combining multiple metrics that assess 

different properties.

Example 1: Find highly accurate liver segmentation algorithm for CT images.• 

Example 2: Find lung tumor detection algorithm with high sensitivity and specificity for mammography images.• 

Corresponding metrics are listed below (parameter metric(s)).

Specificity, Accuracy, Sensitivity, Precision, Robustness.

DATA SETS

Data source(s)

a) Specify the device(s) used to acquire the challenge data. This includes details on the device(s) used to acquire the 

imaging data (e.g. manufacturer) as well as information on additional devices used for performance assessment (e.g. 

tracking system used in a surgical setting).

Data were acquired on 3T and 1.5T MRI scanners across 33 research cohorts at 20 institutions worldwide.
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b) Describe relevant details on the imaging process/data acquisition for each acquisition device (e.g. image acquisition 

protocol(s)).

Data acquisition details for each site can be found in our publication [6].

c) Specify the center(s)/institute(s) in which the data was acquired and/or the data providing platform/source (e.g. 

previous challenge). If this information is not provided (e.g. for anonymization reasons), specify why.

The data are provided from the University of Southern California, but acquired from 20 centers/institutes 

worldwide. Details about the centers/institutes can be found in our publication [6]. Data is currently accessible 

from the International Neuroimaging Data-Sharing Initiative website 

(http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/retro/atlas.html).

d) Describe relevant characteristics (e.g. level of expertise) of the subjects (e.g. surgeon)/objects (e.g. robot) involved in 

the data acquisition process (if any).

Healthcare professionals operating the MRI devices in clinical routine.

Training and test case characteristics

a) State what is meant by one case in this challenge. A case encompasses all data that is processed to produce one 

result that is compared to the corresponding reference result (i.e. the desired algorithm output).

Examples:

Training and test cases both represent a CT image of a human brain. Training cases have a weak annotation 

(tumor present or not and tumor volume (if any)) while the test cases are annotated with the tumor contour (if 

any).

• 

A case refers to all information that is available for one particular patient in a specific study. This information 

always includes the image information as specified in data source(s) (see above) and may include context 

information (see above). Both training and test cases are annotated with survival (binary) 5 years after (first) image 

was taken.

• 

Training and test cases represent a T1-weighted MRI scan of the brain. Training cases additionally include a voxel-

wise binary mask, with True labels within the infarcted area and with False labels within the non-infarcted areas.

b) State the total number of training, validation and test cases.

Train set: 655 cases. 

Test set (phase a): 300 cases. 

Test set (phase b): 150 cases. 

 

Both test sets (a-b) include: 

- Acute/subacute stroke cases (<=90 days post-stroke). 

- Chronic stroke cases (>90 days post-stroke).

c) Explain why a total number of cases and the specific proportion of training, validation and test cases was chosen.

The database size is conveyed by taking into account: 

-The task of the challenge (segmentation). 

-The effort needed to identify and retrieve the data from the centers. 

-The effort needed to manually annotate scans at a voxelwise level. 
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The data is split in ~60% train and ~40% test, by fulfilling the following points: 

 

-The train and test set (phase a) include a wide range of stroke lesion patterns, and contain a similar mix of multi-

site data. 

- The test set (phase a)) includes acute, subacute and chronic stroke data. 

- The test set (phase b) provides data from completely new sites to examine how well the methods can generalize 

to external centers and cohorts which have not been included during training. 

 

It is worth to say that we do not provide a validation set. However, we encourage participants to consider a subset 

of the training set for validation of their algorithms in case it is needed.

d) Mention further important characteristics of the training, validation and test cases (e.g. class distribution in 

classification tasks chosen according to real-world distribution vs. equal class distribution) and justify the choice.

The train and test set (phase a) are comprised of similar multi-site compositions. Only the test set (phase b) 

includes brand new site data to examine generalizability to an untrained center. In this way, we can evaluate 

performance in both scenarios, as well as performance drop-off when generalizing to new data from new centers.

Annotation characteristics

a) Describe the method for determining the reference annotation, i.e. the desired algorithm output. Provide the 

information separately for the training, validation and test cases if necessary. Possible methods include manual image 

annotation, in silico ground truth generation and annotation by automatic methods.

If human annotation was involved, state the number of annotators.

We manually segmented all lesions with a team of trained researchers per our previous protocol (see [6] for more 

details). All lesions were then manually inspected for accuracy by two additional team members. Any 

complications were reviewed by a medical doctor with extensive neuroradiology experience. 

b) Provide the instructions given to the annotators (if any) prior to the annotation. This may include description of a 

training phase with the software. Provide the information separately for the training, validation and test cases if 

necessary. Preferably, provide a link to the annotation protocol.

Protocol definition: Our training protocol is described in our publication [6].

c) Provide details on the subject(s)/algorithm(s) that annotated the cases (e.g. information on level of expertise such as 

number of years of professional experience, medically-trained or not). Provide the information separately for the 

training, validation and test cases if necessary.

Similar to our ATLAS v1.2 process [4], for each subject file, brain lesions were identified, and masks were manually 

drawn in native space. Our team identified and traced lesions using ITK-SNAP [8] (version 3.8.0). After tracing, we 

reviewed and edited lesion masks as necessary using a standardized quality control protocol. In a subset of the 

data, lesion masks were received from the originating site and edited and checked for quality by our team. All 

team members received lesion-tracing training and followed a standard operating protocol for tracing lesions to 

ensure inter-rater reliability on all manually traced masks. All lesion masks were checked for quality by two 

separate trained team members. During the quality control process, we ensured that the boundaries of the lesion 

segmentation were accurate and that all identifiable lesions in the brain were traced. 

d) Describe the method(s) used to merge multiple annotations for one case (if any). Provide the information separately 

for the training, validation and test cases if necessary.
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None.

Data pre-processing method(s)

Describe the method(s) used for pre-processing the raw training data before it is provided to the participating teams. 

Provide the information separately for the training, validation and test cases if necessary.

First, we corrected for intensity non-uniformity and performed an intensity standardization step, which was 

completed with scripts included in the MINC-toolkit [10]. After this correction, we linearly registered both T1w and 

lesion segmentation images to an MNI-152 template, which is included in the archive. Finally, defacing of T1s was 

completed using the “mri_deface” tool from Free Surfer (v1.22) [11].

Sources of error

a) Describe the most relevant possible error sources related to the image annotation. If possible, estimate the 

magnitude (range) of these errors, using inter-and intra-annotator variability, for example. Provide the information 

separately for the training, validation and test cases, if necessary.

We previously published that our tracing protocol resulted in inter-rater reliability of 0.76±0.14, and intra-rater 

reliability was 0.84±0.09 [3].

b) In an analogous manner, describe and quantify other relevant sources of error.

None.

ASSESSMENT METHODS

Metric(s)

a) Define the metric(s) to assess a property of an algorithm. These metrics should reflect the desired algorithm 

properties described in assessment aim(s) (see above). State which metric(s) were used to compute the ranking(s) (if 

any).

Example 1: Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)• 

Example 2: Area under curve (AUC)• 

The following metrics will be computed for each case: 

 

Vowel-wise metrics: 

- Segmentation: Dice Similarity Coefficient. 

- Volume: Absolute difference. 

 

Lesion-wise metrics: 

- Detection: Detection F1 

- Count: Absolute difference 

 

Metrics are defined as follows: 

-Dice Similarity Coefficient (voxelwise) = Detection F1 (elementwise) = 2TP/ (2TP + FN + FP) 

 

-Absolute volume difference (voxelwise) = Absolute lesion count difference (elementwise) =  |Total predicted - total 

rater|. 
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The lesion count in the annotated/predicted images is obtained by computing the amount of connected 

components per case. 

 

We will release a python script which computes all these metrics together with the training data. 

 

TP: True positives; FN: False negatives; FP: False positives. 

b) Justify why the metric(s) was/were chosen, preferably with reference to the biomedical application.

The metrics considered for this task are mainly chosen from the clinical and radiological motivation of this 

challenge. As embolic-originated brain infarcts may have multiple small lesions which are not easy to detect, we 

aim to evaluate the robustness of the algorithms to localize and detect most of the present lesions. From this 

perspective, typical segmentation metrics (as Dice Coefficient) may not be sufficient, since small lesions may not 

consistently drive changes in some overlap measures (for instance, in the presence of a large stroke lesion and a 

very small separated embolic infarct, a large Dice increase will come by only detecting the large lesion, 

nonetheless the small lesion is missed). 

 

Thus, with a focus on clinical translation, we consider metrics that are often of main interest for neuroradiologists, 

such as the lesion volume, the presence/absence of a lesion (i.e, detection) and the accurate count of the lesion 

burden. Besides, we include a classical segmentation metric as Dice Similarity Coefficient to have an overall idea of 

the performance overlap between ground truth and predictions. 

Ranking method(s)

a) Describe the method used to compute a performance rank for all submitted algorithms based on the generated 

metric results on the test cases. Typically the text will describe how results obtained per case and metric are aggregated 

to arrive at a final score/ranking.

Similarly, as for previous editions of the ISLES challenge, ranking will be produced by comparing each metric at the 

case level. In short, metrics are calculated for each case, followed by establishing metric-specific ranks separately 

for each dataset. A mean rank over all metrics is obtained to obtain the team’s rank for each case. The final rank is 

a weighted mean over all case-specific ranks to obtain the team’s final rank. In order to discourage participants 

from overfitting or retraining over the public test data, the hidden test cases are weighted four times higher than 

the public test ones.

b) Describe the method(s) used to manage submissions with missing results on test cases.

Missing results on test cases, will result in ranks for the corresponding metrics to be set to the maximum.

c) Justify why the described ranking scheme(s) was/were used.

The ranking scheme considered for ISLES'2022 is the same one used in our previous ISLES'18 edition [5] and 

considers fairness and transparency for the teams. The strategy received positive feedback from the research 

community and has been widely adopted for other medical image challenges. 

Statistical analyses

a) Provide details for the statistical methods used in the scope of the challenge analysis. This may include
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description of the missing data handling,• 

details about the assessment of variability of rankings,• 

description of any method used to assess whether the data met the assumptions, required for the particular 

statistical approach, or

• 

indication of any software product that was used for all data analysis methods.• 

T-test or Wilcoxon (for non-uniformly distributed data) to check for statistically significant differences among 

participants. We will also perform analysis of variance and analysis of outliers of the considered metrics.

b) Justify why the described statistical method(s) was/were used.

We will use paired tests in order to evaluate algorithm-rater and inter-algorithm differences for the considered 

metrics. We also aim to identify statistically outperforming algorithms and group of algorithms. 

With the analysis of variance and analysis of outliers we aim to get insights on the robustness of the methods; 

besides, robustness will also be evaluated by quantifying a 'clinically acceptable accuracy' (please check the next 

section for more details). 

Further analyses

Present further analyses to be performed (if applicable), e.g. related to

combining algorithms via ensembling,• 

inter-algorithm variability,• 

common problems/biases of the submitted methods, or• 

ranking variability.• 

In the final challenge manuscript we will provide evaluation of algorithm-rater and inter-algorithm variability. As 

robustness is crucial for clinical transferability of these methodologies, we will also compute for each submission 

the amount of test scans that have been segmented with a clinically acceptable Dice score greater than 0.8. 

Finally, for the evaluation and visualization of the different algorithms performance we might make use of 

challenge-specific libraries (such as challengeR [13]). 
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Further comments

Further comments from the organizers.

Several members of the organization committee have participated in the organization of other MICCAI challenges 

(such as ISLES, Brats and Verse, among others). 

We finally would like to thank the reviewers for taking the time to evaluate ISLES 2022 proposal.
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